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This paper owes a lot to the conversations I have had over the years with various colleagues, especially 

Andy Meadows at the ANS and François de Callataÿ at Brussels. This provides me the opportunity to 

convey to them all my gratitude. It should be clear that I remain sole responsible of the theses defended 

here and of the possible mistakes that might remain in this text. 
 

In chapter 19 (‘I am a gold coin’) of his novel My name is Red, the Turkish novelist 

Orhan Pamuk gives voice to an Ottoman gold coin. This coin tells us how—originally in 

fact a Venetian counterfeit—it passed from the hand of a money changer to the pocket of 

a peasant and how it reached the capital where it changed hands 560 times: ‘I’ve 

wandered through Istanbul in belts made of camel leather, jacket linings made from 

checkered Egyptian cloth, in the thick fabric of shoe lining and in the hidden corners of 

multicolored shalwars [women trousers] … I’ve known hundreds of hands: dirty, hairy, 

plump, oily, trembling and old’.1 The coin was concealed in all kinds of locations, 

including (among others) the mouths of some bearers. 

Thanks to the imagination of the novelist we can follow the track of the gold coin. The 

difficulty we have with coins in general is that they are usually less talkative than their 

fictional Ottoman counterparts, and this is also true for the coins of the ancient world. 

This does not mean however that the situation is totally desperate. Firstly, analyzing their 

wear allows us to estimate the speed of circulation of coins, which is correlated to their 

loss of weight since they were minted. Each manipulation of a coin provokes a loss of 

weight and it is generally admitted that by attrition, when they were circulated, ancient 

silver coins seem to have lost an average 2% of their weight every year, but with 

significant and telling variations. Secondly, for the coins coming from hoards of which 

provenance is certain or for the stray finds in archaeological context, we know their 

‘place of death’, viz. the place where their ancient circulation ended. When the place of 

hoarding is different from that of the city of origin, this proves at least that the coin had 
                                                
1 Pamuk, My Name is Red, 105–106. 
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traveled from it place on minting to its last place of concealment. This logically provides 

the basis of many studies on the circulation of coins in the ancient world. This however 

does not reveal the ‘life of the coin’ before its final voyage and ‘death’. A glimpse on it 

can be caught—if there are any—thanks to the graffiti scratched on them by individuals 

or to the countermarks placed on them (by states normally in the later periods). This is 

this second track that will be explored here with the case of the Hellenistic Pamphylian 

silver tetradrachms. 

 

1.Pamphylian coins, countermarks and trade routes 

Indeed as for the information provided by countermarks one of the best cases is provided 

by a group of coins from cities located on the gulf of Pamphylia, minted in the late third 

and beginning of the second century BCE. They were countermarked in large quantities 

both in the Attalid and Seleukid kingdoms in the second century BCE, and they may 

occasionally bear other countermarks placed by various cities that did not belong to these 

kingdoms. These coins consisted in two series of Attic weight tetradrachms: posthumous 

Alexanders of Phaselis, Aspendos and Perge (with Herakles on the obverse; Zeus seated 

on a throne on the reverse), and autonomous issues of Side (with helmeted head of 

Athena on the obverse; a Nike to the left, and additionally a grenade, the speaking 

symbol of Side, on the reverse). The Alexander tetradrachm series bear the indication of a 

year in a local era. It seems most likely that Perge minted its tetradrachms between 223/2 

and 191/0, Aspendos between 213/2 and 185/4 and Phaselis between 216/5 and 184/3.2  

These countermarks are of two types. Those of the first type, the so-called ‘cistophoric 

countermarks’, were placed by the Attalids. They appear only on the above-mentioned 

Attic standard tetradrachms of Phaselis, Aspendos, Perge, and Side. The second type 

corresponds to Seleukid countermarks, consisting of an anchor or a facing bust of a 

radiate head (Helios?). They appear mainly, but not only, on the above mentioned series 

of tetradrachms. It is by examining the former (cistophoric) countermarks that this 

analysis will begin. 

                                                
2 Meadows, ‘Eras of Pamphylia’, with short presentation of other hypotheses in Hoover, ‘Commerce’, 133. 
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The cistophoric countermarks were analyzed in detail in a fundamental study by R. 

Bauslaugh in 1990.3 These countermarks ‘consist of a round field 6–10 mm in diameter 

with a bowcase at the center flanked [by two entwisted snakes and] by the abbreviated 

name of the countermarking authority’.4 Under their abbreviated forms can be identified 

the names of Pergamon (ΠΕΡ-ΓΑ), Ephesos (ΕΦΕ), Tralleis (ΤΡΑΛ), Sardis (ΣΑΡ), 

Synnada (ΣΥΝ), Apameia (ΑΠΑ), Laodikeia (ΛΑΟ), Stratonikeia (ΣΤΡΑ), Adramyttion 

(ΑΔΡΑ), Sala (ΣΑΛΗ), Toriaion (ΤΟΡ) as well as a still mysterious recently published 

new location (?ΕΛΗΣ).5 This distribution thus covers the whole post-Apameia Attalid 

kingdom. The chronology and meaning of these countermarks have been the object of an 

intense debate, itself directly connected to the still unresolved question of the chronology 

of the famous Attalid cistophoric coinage.6 Indeed, the bowcase and snake countermark 

on the Pamphylian tetradrachms is the type that can be found also on the reverse of the 

cistophoroi. The cistophoroi are the famous new Attalid coinage that bear on the obverse 

in a wreath the cista mystica or basket of the Mysteries of Dionysos, and on the reverse a 

bow in case between two snakes. Introduced under the reign of Eumenes II (who reigned 

between 197 and 159 BCE), they were on a reduced weight standard and minted in a 

series of mints over the Attalid kingdom.7 The main countermarking centers are also 

towns that were the main mints of the cistophoroi.8 This is why one has traditionally 

associated the ‘cistophoric countermarks’ with the cistophoroi.  

However, the precise chronology and meaning of the countermarks as well as those of the 

cistophoroi have been the object of a hot debate. The connection between the ‘cistophoric 

countermarks’ and the cistophoroi has even recently been put into question by A. 

Meadows. He has underscored that the bowcase type was traditional in the Pergamenian 

coinage. Besides, he has proposed to recognize a chronological gap in a range from one 

to two decades between the countermarks, placed in the years 180s, and the cistophoroi, 

                                                
3 Bauslaugh, ‘Cistophoric Countermarks’; see also de Callataÿ, ‘Coinages of the Attalids’, 218–27. 
4 Bauslaugh, ‘Cistophoric Countermarks’, 38. 
5 For the identification of Sala and Toriaion, see Thonemann, ‘Cistophoric geography’, 43–53 (who p. 51, 
n. 30, kindly notes that the present author had independently reached the same conclusion for the 
identification of Toriaion); for the mysterious countermark ?ΕΛΗΣ (the reading of the first letter is 
difficult), see Thonemann, ibid., 58–60, as well as Arslan, ‘Uşak’, 438, no. 3, for another exemplar. 
6 See Meadows, ‘Closed Currency System’, 170–73 and 175–205, for a combined presentation of the 
cistophoroi and countermarks question. 
7 Kleiner and Noe, Early Cistophoric Coinage. 
8 See Bauslaugh, ‘Cistophoric Countermarks’, 49, and below for a detailed analysis. 
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which would have been introduced in 167/6 only.9 This would mean that even the 

designation of ‘cistophoric countermark’ would be abusive. 

With this caveat in mind, a brief updating on the question of the chronology of the 

cistophoroi can provide a useful starting point. The chronological hypotheses that have 

been proposed range from 192 BCE to c. 150 BCE.10 It remains striking that in the two 

most recent wroks where the question has been treated, the 2012 book on the coinage of 

Pergamon by M.-C. Marcellesi and the 2013 volume edited by P. Thonemann (by various 

authors) on the Attalid kingdom, no consensus has been found and that once again very 

different solutions have been proposed.11 The basic reason of this uncertainty is the lack 

of explicit direct source, literary, epigraphic or numismatic that would allow to peg the 

chronology of the cistophoroi on an uncontrovertible basis. Sooner or later this 

information will certainly surface. But for now only estimates can be made. If the very 

early chronology (in 192 at the beginning of the Antiochic war) and the very late (c. 150) 

can certainly be precluded, it has been proved difficult to decide between a beginning of 

the cistophoroi in the 180s, 170s or early 160s. This paper does not pretend to solve the 

riddle once and for all. But the analysis of the countermarks leads to conclusions that are 

have direct consequences for the chronology and meaning of the introduction of the 

cistophoroi. 

A detailed comparison of the patterns of distribution of the countermarks and of the 

cistophoroi shows well why it has been tempting to connect the two phenomena.12 

 
 Adra Per Stra Thya Sar Sal Lao Apol Eph Tra Syn Apa Tor Kor ?Eles Total 

Cmks 8 35 5 0 35 2 8 0 3 17 6 26 4 0 2 151 

Cist.n 1 319 3 14 56 0 21 9 362 258 16 119 0 2 0 1180 

Cist.o.d. 1 121 1 3 21 0 4 2 100 97 6 48 0 1 0 405 

                                                
9 Meadows, ‘Closed Currency System’, 170–73 and 178 
10 De Callataÿ, ‘Coinages of the Attalids’, 219 and n. 41. 
11 Marcellesi, Pergame, 131–45 (who keeps a date before 190 for the introduction of the cistophoroi on the 
basis of Livy’s testimony, not noticing that what is at stake by Livy is a question of standard, not of coins); 
Thonemann, Attalid Asia Minor. See below for the detail of the chronological discussion. 
12 Eph: Ephesos; Tra: Tralleis; Sar: Sardis; Syn: Synnada; Apa: Apemeia; Lao: Laodikeia; Thya: Thyateira; 
Apol: Apollonis; Stra: Stratonikeia on the Kaikos; Adra: Adramyttion; Sal: Sale; Tor: Toriaion; Kor: 
Kormasa; ?Eles (for the last four mints and their locations, see Thonemann, ‘Cistophoric Geography’). 
Thyateira and Apollonis minted cistophoroi only comparatively late, at the time of the revolt of 
Aristonikos.  
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Table 1 – Countermarks on Pamphylian tetradrachms and production of cistophoroi 

(in absolute numbers of cmks, coins and obverse dies)13 
 
 

 Adra Per Stra Thya Sar Sal Lao Apol Eph Tra Syn Apa Tor Kor ?Eles Total 

Cmks (%) 5 23 3 0 23 1 5 0 2 11 4 17 2 0 <1 100 

Cist.n (%) <1 27 <1 1 4 0 1 <1 30 21 1 1 0 <1 0 100 

Cist.o.d. (%) <1 30 <1 <1 5 0 <1 <1 25 24 1.5 12 0 <1 0 100 

 
Table 2 – Countermarks on Pamphylian tetradrachms and production of cistophoroi 

(in percentage of cmks, coins and obverse dies) 
 

The similarity in pattern noted above between the countermarks of Pamphylian 

tetradrachms and the cistophoroi translates itself, to a certain extent, into the quantitative 

distribution between the countermarks and the cistophoroi. As has already been well 

observed, there is an overlap between the minting centers of cistophoroi and the towns 

where countermarks were placed on Pamphylian tetradrachms. All major cistophoric 

mints (Pergamon, Ephesos, Tralleis, Sardis, Synnada, Apameia, Laodikeia) were also 

towns of countermarking of Pamphylian tetradrachms. In terms of proportions of 

distribution, however, there are remarkable discrepancies. The comparison between the 

distribution of the countermarks and that of the cistophoroi shows that in terms of 

countermarks Laodikeia and above all Sardis are ‘over-represented’, while Tralleis and 

above all Ephesos are ‘under-represented.’ What might seem to be a simple detail is in 

fact of crucial significance for the interpretation of the countermarks. 

This invites to reexamine what is still today the standard hypothesis for the interpretation 

of the existence of the countermarks. It has been proposed by R. Bauslaugh and 

reformulated recently by A. R. Meadows and F. de Callataÿ (who however stresses well 

its limits).14 For R. Bauslaugh the Pamphylian tetradrachms represented the amount of 

the Seleukid indemnity after the peace of Apameia of 188 BCE: 127 talents and 1,208 

drachms immediately (thus apparently to be paid in 187), and 350 in the next five years 

                                                
13 Figures for cmks: de Callataÿ, ‘Coinages of the Attalids’, table 6.6, p. 221; figures for cistophoroi: 
Bauslaugh, ‘Cistophoric Countermarks’, 48–49, based on the figures of Kleiner and Noe, Early Cistophoric 
Coinage (thus covering the period from the introduction of the cistophoroi to the period of the war of 
Aristonikos, in the early 120s). This table is directly based on that of R. Bauslaugh, with only the 
mentioned updating for the Attalid cmks (and see above n. 000 for ‘?Eles’). 
14 Bauslaugh, ‘Cistophoric Countermarks’, 57–9; Meadows, ‘Closed Currency System’, 172–3; de Callataÿ, 
‘Coinages of the Attalids’, 224–5. 
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(thus until 183), viz. a total of over 477 talents.15 Indeed, there seems to be a possible 

connection in terms of volume between the Seleukid indemnity and the Attalid-

countermaked tetradrachms. On the basis of what we know of the production of the 

Pamphylian mints and the proportion they represent in the collections of today, F. de 

Callataÿ calculates a figure of 284 talents, which is not far from the 477+ talents of the 

Seleukid indemnity.16 Although there remains a gap of 200 talents that cannot be easily 

bridged, the figures are not totally inconsistent one with the other. This supposes of 

course that the Attalid kingdom would have exacted to be paid in Pamphylian 

tetradrachms, and in that coinage only (while all kinds of tetradrachms on the Attic 

standard circulated on the Seleukid territory) and one should ask why.  

It has been suggested that one way or other the Seleukids had probably sponsored the 

mints of the Pamphylian cities (although one should observe that the Seleukid defeat of 

189 and the collapse of the Seleukid domination over Pamphylia that followed did not 

bring to an and, at least not immediately, the strikes of these tetradrachms: as observed 

above, Alexanders were minted at Aspendos until 185/4 and at Phaselis until 184/3).17 

Indeed during the period mentioned above the four cities minted both regularly and in 

large quantities. It is thus very clear that in Seleukid southern Asia Minor before 

Apameia, the tetradrachms of the four Pamphylian cities had played the role of standard 

coinage. One should observe that if really the indemnity had been paid in Pamphylian 

tetradrachms (which is a possibility, but which for now cannot be proved), the Attalids 

simply de facto acknowledged the inescapable fact that the coins of the Pamphylian were 

the standard coinage in the region of southern Asia Minor. But of course the question is 

not to determine whether or not the Seleukid indemnity was paid in Pamphylian 

tetradrachms but to explain why the Pamphylian tetradrachms corresponding to that 

indemnity should have received an Attalid countermark. 

However the hypothesis does not stand up to analysis. As proved by the common type, 

directly or indirectly countermarking in the Attalid kingdom was made under the control 

of the Pergamene authorities. Inevitably, if the Seleukid indemnity had been paid and 

hypothetically, countermarked, by the Attalid state, these countermarks would have been 
                                                
15 Polybius 21.43.20, with Livy 38.38.14. 
16 De Callataÿ, ‘Coinages of the Attalids’, 223–25. 
17 Meadows, ‘Eras of Pamphylia’. 
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placed in a central location.18 But the decentralized character of the countermarks and 

their uneven distribution proves that the coins were not countermarked in one single 

place—Pergamon, the capital of the kingdom, would have been expected—which would 

have been the case if the countermarks had been linked to the Seleukid indemnity. Indeed 

that the Attalids would have decided to circulate the product of the Seleukid indemnity by 

distributing and countermaking the coins in various locations over their kingdom—

including the very distant Toriaion in Phrygia Paroreia—is an impossible scenario.  

Besides, it would remain to justify why the Attalids would have wanted to countermark 

the tetradrachms that they would have received from the Seleukids. R. Bauslaugh 

considered that the countermarked coins circulated in parallel to other coins of the same 

standard (the Attic one in that case). We should admit that no benefit was expected from 

countermarking, Would it be that the operation was a pure political means of propaganda 

to advertise the King’s victory? In fact no positive argument can be found to vindicate 

this explanation. The care and inevitable cost of the countermarking on the one hand, 

what we know besides of countermarking which was usually linked to some direct 

financial necessities on the other hand, render this scenario unlikely. 

The distribution of the countermarks observed above invites to envisage a different 

scenario. The hypothesis is that at some point and for reasons that need to be further 

clarified (see below) the Attalids simply decided to impose a countermark on the 

Pamphylian tetradrachms that were currently circulating in their kingdom. The question 

of the distribution of the countermarks thus becomes a key point in the demonstration. As 

has been noticed above, although countermarks can be found all over the kingdom, one 

can observe on the basis of the distribution of the countermarks that they circulated 

mainly on a inland route linking Pamphylia and the region of Pergamon. As it can be 

observed on tables 1 and 2 (see also map [at the end of this paper], we find them in good 

number as expected at Apameia and Synnada, then some appear in the upper Meander 

valley at Laodikeia. Then we must imagine that from Laodikeia the main flows of coins 

coming from Pamphylia turned to the north west through the pass linking Laodikeia to 

the upper Hermos basin (north of the Mesogis) towards Sardis. Indeed, from Antiocheia 
                                                
18 Contra Bauslaugh, ‘Cistophoric Countermarks’, 49: in need of money after 183 when the Seleukid 
payments ceased, the product of the indemnity was ‘dispersed throughout the kingdom and placed in 
circulation by the careful addition of countermarks’. 
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by the Maeander in direction of the north, one can reach without much difficulty the 

upper Kogamos valley, Philadelphia, and then the Hermos valley and Sardis.19 It is worth 

underscoring that it is in this basin of the upper Kogamos valley that P. Thonemann has 

proposed to locate the site of the city of Sala, corresponding to the countermark ΣΑΛΗ.20 

In Sardis, the countermarked coins are strongly over-represented. Then again the route 

led further north towards the Kaikos valley, passing through Thyateira and reaching first 

Stratonikeia on the Kaikos, and down the Kaikos valley, Pergamon and its region. The 

end point of the road was Adramyttion, north of Pergamon. The figures for countermarks 

of Stratonikeia on the Kaikos and Adramyttion should be added to those of Pergamon to 

materialize and reinforce the significance of those of the coins countermarked at 

Pergamon only. By contrast, the countermarks are relatively under-represented at Tralleis 

in the mid-Maeander valley but even more at Ephesos, the greatest emporion of Asia, 

where they are simply marginal. A necessarily even distribution of the coins by a central 

authority all over the kingdom would certainly not have produced this distribution. 

One should observe also that even before the beginning of countermarking a trade route 

was materialized in the hoards of Asia Minor.21  

 
 Ref. Date Phaselis Perge Aspendos Side Total 

hoard 
Total 

Pamph. 
% 

Pamph 

Gordion I  IGCH 
1406 

210–
205 

 2 + 2 1  114 5 4 

Asia Minor IGCH 
1426 

215–
205 

 7 5  120+ 12 10 

Pergamon  IGCH 
1303 

215–
205 

 1  2 22 3 14 

‘Achaeus’ CH X 
277 

204–
199 

– 7 16 3 87 26 30 

Mektepini  IGCH 
1410 

c.196–
5 

17 35 39 4 752+ 95 13 

Sardis pot  IGCH 200– 1 6 + 2 6 13 60 28 47 

                                                
19 See Barrington Atlas, maps 56, 62 and 65. 
20 Thonemann, ‘Cistophoric geography’, 50–51, for the location of Sala at the village of Derbent, at 
approximately 22 km right to the south of Philadelphia as the crow flies. If this attractive suggestion could 
be confirmed, it would reinforce the present argument. 
21 All these hoards contain coins free of countermarks, except for the Propontis hoard, but which has one 
only. 
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1318 190 

Central Asia Minor  IGCH 
1411 

190–
185 

2 5 3 3 (c.400) 

81 rec. 

13 16 

Ayaz–In  IGCH 
1413 

c.190–
189 

11 11 13 34 170+ 35 21 

Phrygia/Pamphylia/Cilicia CH X 
292 

c. 
190–
189 

50 140 84 100 
+2 dr 

750 374 50 

Pamphylia 1976 CH V 
43 / 

VI 34 

180–
175 

28 20 28 – (500+) 
172 (+ 
c. 84) 

76 
(+30–

35) 

44 / 38 

Propontis IGCH 
888  

180–
170 

21 39 18 – 163 78 48 

 

Table 3 – The circulation of Pamphylian Alexanders in Asia Minor 
to the Propontis hoard 

 

This hypothesis in terms of trade, which was proposed above on the basis of the overall 

distribution of the countermarks, finds a confirmation in the evidence provided by the 

hoards. First, it can be observed that still in the Seleukid period but also during the 

Attalid period before the beginning of countermarking, Pamphylian coins circulated in 

large quantities in inland Asia Minor. The Phrygian hoards of Gordion, Mektepini and 

Ayaz-In bear testimony of this penetration far inland. The proportions in the hoards may 

vary. But besides the trend is on a clear increase over time. Starting at a marginal 4% in 

the Gordion hoard (which is logical as the larger mass of the Pamphylian tetradrachms 

had not yet been minted), the proportion of Pamphylian coins in the hoards is then never 

below 10%, and it reaches 50% or a little below 50% in the Phrygia/Pamphylia/Cilicia 

hoard and in the Pamphylia 1976 one. In the second phase, that of countermarking, we 

have this time hoards composed at 100% of Pamphylian coins, and to be even more 

precise of Sidetan coins only. The ‘Pamphylian’ character (not the uniquely Sidetan one) 

of the latter series of hoards can be partly explained by the fact that some of these hoards 

come from the Pamphylia/Pisidia region. But some others like the Çeltek and Hocalar 

hoards come from regions under the control of the Attalid kingdom, and in this case the 

‘Pamphylian only (in fact: ‘Sidetan only’) character of the hoards deserves to receive a 

specific explanation What is also remarkable in the geographic distribution of the pre-
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countermarks period (the Pamphylia 1976 presents no countermark, the Propontis hoard 

only one) is that the hoards of Propontis, Pergamon and Sardis illustrate the route from 

Pamphylia to the Straits that has already been detected. 

Finally, the location of the five hoards corresponding to the period of countermarking 

(the Propontis hoard having only one countermarked coin can be put into brackets in this 

perspective) illustrates perfectly the geographic logic at stake. As observed, these five 

hoards contain only coins of Side. R. Bauslaugh had already underscored that the coins of 

Side presented many more Attalid countermarks than those of the three other cities 

together, the ratio being 137 to 14 for a total of 151 countermarks in 1990, or 91 to 9%.22 

It is remarkable that the observation translates itself into the existence of this series of 

these homogeneous hoards. The places of discovery of the ‘Side’ + Frankfurt A and 

Frankfurt D are not known. The uniquely Sidetan origin of the coins had led to suspect 

that they had been discovered in Side or in Pamphylia. This hypothesis is now vindicated 

by the composition of the Çığlık hoard, found north of Telmessos, which matches 

perfectly their composition. It must be added that the Pamphylia in question is a ‘wider 

Pamphylia’, which may include some Pisidian territories like the region of Çığlık. With 

the countermarked coins, a remarkable feature is also that they came back to their region 

of origin. From the Pergamon, Sardis and Propontis hoards, we knew that Pamphylian 

coins could reach north-western Asia Minor (Lydia, Aeolis and the Propontid). From the 

Çeltek, Hocalar and Çığlık hoards, it is now clear that these coins countermarked up to 

Pergamon and the other cities of the Pergamene kingdom could travel back to Pamphylia. 

Of course, they had done so by an inland route, which once again is traced in the 

cumulated figures for the countermarks from the various cities of the kingdom in the five 

hoards in question. It is also striking that the geographic distribution of the countermarks 

in the five hoards does not differ from the general geographic distribution of the 

countermarks observed above (including the coins in museums, private collections, etc.) 

 

 

                                                
22 Bauslaugh, ‘Cistophoric Countermarks’, 47. 
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City/Hoards Çeltek Hocalar Çığlık Side Total 
hoards 

Gal. 
total23  

Pergamon 1 1 3 13 21 35 
Adramyttion    2 2 8 
Stratonikeia    2 2 5 
Sardis 1  1 15 18 35 
Sala    1 1 2 
Laodikeia  1  2 3 8 
Ephesos 1   2 3 3 
Tralleis   1 8 10 17 
Synnada 1 1 2 1 7 6 
 Apameia 1 1 1 9 13 26 
Toriaion     0 4 
?Eles  1   1 2 
Non-readable 1 1 1 9 12  
Total 6 6 9 64 93 151 

 

Table 4 – The Attalid countermarks in the hoards of Sidetan tetradrachms 
 

Finally, the location of the Çeltek, Hocalar and Çığlık hoards constitute the perfect 

markers for the above-suggested inland route for the Pamphylian coins. Çığlık, north of 

Termessos, is one of the roads leading from the Pamphylian plain to the highlands of 

Phrygia. Çeltek, located to the south of Takina (to the south-west of the Burdur Lake), is 

already on the Pisidian highlands. From there it is easy to reach Apameia and Synnada 

(two countermarking cities) and Hocalar (ancient Diokleia) a little further west. It is thus 

no surprise that two hoards contain countermarks from Apameia and Synnada, the two 

large and countermarking cities of the region. In other words, the three hoards allow us to 

follow the track of the countermarked coins. The existence of an inland route where these 

coins were circulated is thus beyond doubt. 

This does not mean that they had no circulation by the maritime route. For this again, 

countermarks from various coastal cities from Pisidia, Lykia and Ionia attest the 

existence of a coastal route from Pamphylian coins from Pamphylia to Ionia and 

                                                
23 These figures will have to be systematically updated taking into account the new discoveries (for now 
they mainky correspond to Bauslaugh’s figures of 1990). 
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beyond.24 The countermarks are the following: lyre with Α–Ν; bee; facing head; seated 

lion; owl; ΚΥΖΙ; ΠΡΙΗ; butting bull; prow + Φ; female head; Artemis head; laurel leaf; 

Helios head; zebu bull and ΚΙ. Some attractive identifications have been proposed by W. 

Leschhorn and H. Schubert.25 The prow + Φ points to Phaselis, which had the prow on 

its coins. The lyre with A-N points to the Lykian city of Antiphellos. The bee is the 

symbol of Telmessos and can be found on countermarked coins of that city. The corpus 

of countermarks is over 20. Telmessos was a rich port in western Lykia, and interestingly 

it was also an Attalid enclave. ΠΡΙΗ corresponds of course Priene, The lion might 

correspond to Miletos. KYZI identifies Kyzikos. In the inland, the zebu bull and KI 

identify Kibyra.  

The case of Kibyra being set apart (it could receive its Side coins by the inland route 

joining Termessos and the Kibyratis and Tetrapolis region), and with probably other 

unidentified cities on the way, we can observe the existence of a maritime route joining 

Pamphylia and western Asia Minor (and further north up to Kyzikos). Interestingly also it 

is not infrequent to observe that Sidetan coins countermarked in these cities bore also an 

Attalid or an anchor countermark. The figures at stake, when they are compared to those 

of the Attalid countermarks from inland towns remain low, but with remarkable 

exceptions like Antiphellos and above all Telmessos. 

The existence of the inland road detected above is not exclusive of the existence of a 

coastal maritime route. However, as suggested by the proportion of non-Attalid or 

Seleukid coins in the hoards, the flow of circulation at stake was certainly well below 

20% of the flow circulating on the inland road.26 This is also attested by the absence of 

Pamphylian coins in the hoards of the Aegean region, while coins of western Asia Minor 

on the Attic standard are found well beyond their zone of minting. For instance the 

‘mercenary’ Phaistos hoard (buried c. 150 BCE) has not a single Pamphylian coin. It is 

thus obvious that the Pamphylian coins, and especially the Sidetan ones, were specialized 

for traffics on the inland route described above that linked Pamphylia to Pergamon and to 

the Propontis. 
                                                
24 A. Meadows is preparing a study of these countermarks and has generously forwarded me his 
preliminary results. 
25 Leschhorn, ‘Schatzfund’; Schubert, Unbekannter Gegenstempel’. 
26 In the Frankfurt A hoard, 4 non-Attalid or Seleukid cmks out of a total of 31 cmks (13%); in the 
Frankfurt D, 2 out of 18 (11%); see Schubert, ‘Unbekannter Gegenstempel’. 
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It becomes clear that Pamphylian coins are a most valuable proxy to analyse trade routes 

and circulation patterns in Asia Minor in the first half of the second century BCE. There 

remains however to better understand the patterns of circulation. They were certainly 

linked to the existence of well-established trade routes and above all of specific trade 

networks. Ephesos and of it low figure of Attalid countermarks provide an interesting 

case. The lower Maeander-Kaÿstros valley (with Ephesos) was not only very rich but also 

was a region that was very well connected to the sea. It was probably judged not 

sufficiently attractive to traders coming from Pamphylia or based in other towns on the 

inland route joining Pamphylia and Propontis, like Apameia or Sardis. The flow of goods 

traded on the inland road from Pamphylia to Pergamon (including those produced along 

it) justified special trade connections between these two regions by the inland route. This 

of course does not mean that there were not other trade links and networks between the 

lower and upper Maeander valley (the circulation of cistophoroi minted at Ephesos would 

disprove that). But being probably operated by other traders these networks do not 

materialize in terms of cistophoric countermarks. 

One might envisage also that there might have been specific reasons financial reasons to 

justify this pattern of distribution of Pamphylian coins. In the first half of the second 

century BCE, beyond the common flow of Alexander coinage on the western coast of 

Asia Minor, the lower Maeander – Kaÿstros valley region was comparatively rich in 

mints, with the cumulated productions of Ephesos, Miletos and Alabanda. However, for 

Alabanda the most active period of the mint began after the fall of the Rhodian dominion 

in Karia in 168. 27 Thus the trade-links explanation remains certainly the best one to 

justify the observed distribution of countermarks. 

 

2.Countermarks, cistophoroi, or a tale of two kingdoms 

One must now envisage the delicate question of the chronology and meaning of the 

countermarks. On the one hand, it has been commonly admitted so far that the Attalid 

countermarks were placed one way or other in connection with the new cistophoric 

coinage. However the form and nature of this link has been envisaged in different ways 

(according to the various chronological hypotheses) and the reasons motivating the 

                                                
27 De Callataÿ, ‘Coinages of the Attalids’, table 6.11, p. 237. 
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process of countermarking have not been clarified. Besides, as observed above, it has also 

been recently suggested that there was no connection at all between the countermarks and 

the cistophoroi, as there would have been a gap of more than one decade between the two 

phenomena. On the other hand, there has been so far a consensus that the Attalid and 

Seleukid processes of countermarking had nothing to do one with the other. Each of the 

two kingdoms would have had their own reasons to place their countermarks and anyway 

the chronological gap between the two processes would prevent to seek any connection 

between the two processes. The new hoards and the new chronology they invite to 

establish lead to very different conclusions. The chronology of the countermarks and of 

the cistophoroi provides however a starting point to build a new and integrated 

hypothesis to make sense both of the Attalid countermarks and cistophoroi and of the 

Seleukid countermarks. 

The Seleukid indemnity hypothesis suggested a date of countermarking in the 180s. As 

observed above, this suggestion cannot be accepted anymore, there is no reason to be 

forced to consider that countermarking took place in the 180s, which of course does not 

mean that a date in the 180s should be excluded. At Phaselis and Perge, most years do not 

bear a countermark. 

 
 Number of years of 

minting 
Number of years with 

countermarks 
Expected value of 

cmking in % 
Phaselis 33 4 12 
Perge 33 5 15 
Aspendos 29 13 45 
 

Table 4 – Expected value of countermarking years of Pamphylian Alexanders 
 

The random internal chronological of the countermarks within each series of 

countermarks (with many gaps of years without countermarking), and the fact that the 

Aspendos tetradrachms of year 186/5 could still be countermarked (when the mint stops 

to strike Alexanders in 185/4) proves merely that countermarking cannot have been 

operated in the early 180s only.28 Besides the pattern of countermarking provides no 

indication to determine whether the process of countermarking began in the 180s or later. 

                                                
28 De Callataÿ, ‘Coinages of the Attalids’, table 6.7, pp. 224-25. 
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The only chronological peg (but that as such cannot be translated into an absolute 

chronology) is that the Attalid countermarking stopped before the beginning of the 

ΚΛΕ/Υ/X I Side series, for none of those coins shows an Attalid countermark. In other 

words, the countermarking pattern does not provide any chronological clue for the date of 

countermarking. 

However a good chronological reference can be found in the Pamphylian hoard 1977 

buried c. 180 (and no later than 175 BCE).29 A large size hoard, it consists in ‘76 

Pamphylian Alexanders, consisting of 20 from Perge down to Year 33, 28 from Phaselis 

down to year 33 [= 184/3, the last year of production], and 28 from Aspendos down to 

Year 26’.30 None of the tetradrachms present a countermark. F. de Callataÿ is however 

careful to use this observation to consider that the countermarks were still not placed at 

that date given the global low proportion of Attalid-countermarked coins on the total of 

Pamphylian Alexanders (2% or even less; the figure is 11.4% for Sidetan tetradrachms, 

but there is no coin of Side in the hoard). The low expected value would make the lack of 

occurrences of countermarks poorly or non-significant, or at least invite to caution. 

In fact the proportion of Attalid-countemarked coins was inevitably slightly higher (and 

increasing over time with the hypothetical date of countermaking), as at the date of 

countermarking the mass of Pamphylian Alexanders in circulation had already been 

lowered significantly by the usual attrition of perhaps c. 2%/year corresponding to loss, 

melting down, etc. Thus if only 60% of the initially minted c.4,200,000 Pamphylian 

Alexanders minted were still in circulation c. 170 BCE, the estimated 84,000 

countermarked Alexanders would have represented c. 3.3% of the total. Although the 

figures reinforce the suspicion that a hoard buried in c. 190–175 should at least have 

presented a few of these countermarked Alexanders, it remains indeed a figure in the 

range of the 2% proposed by F. de Callataÿ.  

But if we compare the Pamphylian hoard 1977 with the actual proportions of 

countermarked coins in hoards of Sidetan (only) coins, we observe figures that are far 

                                                
29 CH V 43 and VI 34. The hoard contained 9+ coins of Seleukos IV (185–178). Le Rider, ‘Ressources 
financières’, 52, admitted a date of hoarding c. 180 (the tetradrachm of Arados of year 76 must be dated to 
187/6 and does not allow to precise the date of hoarding). 
30 De Callataÿ 2013, pp. 225. 
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above the low or very low expected value that the global proportion of countermarks in 

the estimated production would lead us to suppose: 

 
 Çeltek Hocalar Çığlık  Frank.A31 Side Frank.D32 

Total pre-ΚΛΕ/Υ/X 33/100 19/100 23/43 44/35 245/43 22 

Total ΚΛΕ/Υ/X I 0 0 22/41 19/15 128/23 4 

ΚΛΕΥX II 0 0 8/15 62/50 187/33 82 

Total 33/100 19/100 53/100 125/100 560/100 108 

Table 6 – Attalid-countermarked and non-Attalid-countermarked coins in the hoards 
(first figure is raw figure, second is %) 

 

 Çeltek Hocalar Çığlık Frank.A Frank.D 

Non. cmked 27/82 8/42 7/30 28/64 10/45 

Att. cmks 6/18 9/47 9/39 6/13 5/22 

Sel. An. cmks 0 2/11 7/30 10/23 7/32 

Total 33/100 19/100 23/100 44/100 22/100 

Table 7 – Proportions of Attalid or Seleukid cmks and of non-countermarked coins 
in the pre- ΚΛΕ/Υ/X Ι southern Asia Minor hoards with Attalid or Seleukid cmks 

(first figure is raw figure, second is %) 
 

This definitely proves the value of the Pamphylia 1977 hoard as a chronological peg: in 

the period c. 180 down to 175 (at the latest), no Attalid countermark had still been placed 

on Pamphylian Alexanders. The countermarks cannot have been applied in the first years 

after Apamea. It took at least c. one decade, or more, before it was decided to place 

countermarks on Pamphylian coins.  

To move forward and propose a more precise date is venturing onto uncertain ground. 

With all the required caution, it seems however be possible to propose a solution to the 
                                                
31 The hoard counts 126 coins, with 1 uncertain. Schubert gives a total of 127 that does not fit to his table. 
P. 592, table line 18 under ΧΡΥ, the figure in col. 7 should be in 8; thus the figures in the same row, col. 
13–14 become understandable, as well as those of anchor cmks. in l. 2 in table p. 593. Same table, col. 6 
(number of cist. cmks), one missing if compared to the figure of 5 given col. 3 p. 593. Same table, col. 10 
(number of Helios cmks), one missing if compared to the figure of 1 given col. 3 p. 593. Same table, col. 12 
(number of other cmks), one missing if compared to the figure of 2 given col. 3 p. 593. In general it must 
be assumed that the figures given in the table p. 593 are the correct ones.  
32 The hoard counted 11 coins, with 3 uncertain. 
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riddle, although without reaching a perfect chonological precision. It is admittedly based 

on an assumption rather than on a definite proof. 

A starting point of the analysis is provided by the composition of the hoards. In the 

Pamphylia 1977 hoard, the proportion of Pamphylian Alexanders (but with no Sidetan 

teradradrachm) is high: 44 or 38% according to the lot of the hoard. Later, the 

composition of the series of five/seven hoards coming from ‘Pamphylia’ or eastern 

Phrygia, presenting Attalid countermarks is homogeneous: they are composed of Sidetan 

coins only, without one single countermarked Alexander (the Propontis hoard had one 

countermarked Alexander from Phaselis). The low figure of countermarked Pamphylian 

Alexanders certainly corresponds to a deliberate choice made by Attalid authorities. 

Besides, given the exceptional similarity between the pattern of design and geographical 

distribution of the location of countermarking and of the mints of the cistophoroi, it has 

seemed best to link the process of countermarking to the introduction of the cistophoroi. 

Various authors and with good reasons have proposed to date the introduction of the 

cistophoroi in the early 160s only. The chronological proximity between the introduction 

of the countermarking (clearly after c. 180, and perhaps even after 175), and that of the 

cistophoroi (probably in the early 160s: 166 for Kleiner and Noe, 166 for H. Mattingly, c. 

180-70 for F. de Callataÿ, 167/6 for A. Meadows) now fully vindicates this hypothesis. It 

remains however to precise the sequence of events. On the basis of this chronology two 

hypotheses can be proposed.  

In the first one the countermarks on Pamphylian tetradrachms (first on all of them, but 

quickly on Sidetan coins only) might have represented a first attempt to create a closed 

currency zone. In that case countermarking might have been introduced in the late 170s.33 

Countermarking would have shown its interest but also its limits and then the Attalids 

would have moved to the new system of cistophoroi, rendering obsolete the 

countermarking of the Pamphylian Alexanders, immediately or after a few years only. 

The advantage of this hypothesis is that it would explain why countermarking was so 

short lived in the Attalid kingdom. As for the Sidetan coins, the introduction of the new 

                                                
33 Bauslaugh, ‘Cistophoric Countermarks’, also suggested that countermarking might have preceded 
cistophoroi, but in a totally different framework, that of his hypothesis of countermarking the Seleukid 
indemnity, with both the countermarking and the introduction of cistophoroi taking place in the 180s. 
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ΚΛΕ/Υ/X Ι series, which is posterior to the end of Attalid countermarking, would 

inevitably be contemporary of the introduction of the cistophoroi.  

A second hypothesis is that the countermarking of Pamphylian Alexanders began when 

the Attalids began to strike cistophoroi. The similarity between the countermarks and the 

reverse of the cistophoroi remains a formidable argument in favor of a contemporaneity 

of the introduction of cistophoroi and countermarks. While other tetradrachms on the 

Attic standard were not given legal tender anymore, the Pamphylian Alexanders would 

have received a special privilege. This might have corresponded to an initial period when 

the quantity of cistophoroi was not sufficient to satisfy the needs. Another possibility 

might have been that the two coinages were deliberately circulated in parallel, the 

Pamphylian Alexanders being specialized for foreign exchange, the cistophoroi for 

domestic exchange. And it is also quite possible that the Pamphylian cities themselves 

asked for a special privilege (see below). If the second hypothesis were to be accepted, 

the countermarking process would have started in the early 160s only. 

Both hypotheses are attractive. The analysis of the coin circulation of Pamphylian 

Alexanders in Asia Minor does not provide incontrovertible evidence in favor of one or 

the other. No hoard associates Pamphylian Alexanders and cistophoroi, which may 

suggest that cistophoroi were introduced in a second phase—but it might be objected that 

the existence of separate and homogeneous Pamphylian (Sidetan) or cistophoroi hoards 

simply corresponds to different circulation and thus to separate hoarding. Besides, the 

unique (Pergamum) countermark on a tetradrachm from Phaselis in the Propontis hoard, 

which contains no coin of the 160s but only coins of the 180s (or 170s at the latest) 

suggests rather an introduction of the Attalid countermarks in the 170s—but the hint 

remains tenuous.34 Thus, it seems difficult for now to make a choice between the two 

hypotheses. However the analysis of the global circulation of Pamphylian tetradrachms 

leads to observations that shed new light on the possible meaning of the process of 

countermarking and tend to vindicate the second one. 

A first observation concerns the two hoards that have been found in regions that were 

under Attalid control, viz the Çeltek and Hocalar hoards. The former has a lower 

proportion of countermarks (33%) and no Seleukid countermark. The latter has a higher 

                                                
34 For the Propontis hoard and the case of no. 79, see Waggoner, ‘Propontis Hoard’. 
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proportion of countermarks (47%) and two Seleukid countermarks. If a chronological 

indication can be derived from this composition, it is that the earlier of the two is the 

Çeltek hoard. An interesting observation is that in both hoards non-countermarked coins 

were in large number, which differs from the ‘Seleukid pattern’, where all Pamphylian 

tetradrachms were countermarked. In other words a Sidetan coin could circulate in 

Attalid territory without being countermarked. Was the countermarked placed only in 

certain given circumstances, for instance when the coin had to be exchanged—one thinks 

inevitable against cistophoroi? 

In this perspective, it is worth asking whether the revenues of the agoranomia mentioned 

in the famous Tyriaion inscription in which this community received the privilege of 

becoming a city might not have included currency exchange (which is quite common) 

and thus the revenue from the process of countermaking. 35  It might be a pure 

coincidence, but it remains interesting to observe that the Attalid presence is attested in 

the same years in two different ways. Dating the Tyriaion inscription to the 160s, the date 

of the Gallic wars of Eumenes in the region, is very attractive. And it is precisely in these 

years that the Tyriaians might have placed the Attalid countermark with the legend ΤΟΡ 

on the Pamphylian Alexanders. 

A second observation is that there is a remarkable consistency in the composition of the 

Pamphylian hoards of Çığlık, Frankfurt A + Side and Frankfurt D. The three hoards 

consist in Sidetan coins only. They are similarly composed of three groups of 

tetradrachms, ‘pre- ΚΛΕ/Υ/X Ι’, ΚΛΕΥΧ I and ΚΛΕΥΧ II. As expected from other 

evidence, the first group is the only one that presents Attalid countermaks, Seleukid 

countermarks are present on both the first and the second groups and no countermark can 

be found in the third one. For the coins of the first period (‘pre-ΚΛΕ/Υ/X Ι’), the 

proportion of countermarked coins versus the non-countermarked coins is remarkably 

high. If only coins of this group are taken into account, one can observe a proportion of 

Attalid-countermarked, Seleukid-countermarked and non-countermarked coins that is in 

the same range. It is only with the introduction of the ΚΛΕ/Υ/X Ι coins that the Seleukid 

countermarks outbalance the Attalid ones in terms of shear numbers. It is thus clear that 

in the coins that circulated in Pamphylia, at least as far as the Sidetan coins are 

                                                
35 I.SultanDağı 393, with SEG 47 1745. On the inscription, see Thonemann, ‘The Attalid State’, 5–6. 
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concerned, the Attalid countermarks were not a marginal phenomenon and that they far 

outnumbered the expected value of this proportion in the estimated global production of 

the corresponding mints. Both for the Attalid and for the Seleukid kingdoms, the 

countermarking of Sidetan tetradrachms was a massive phenomenon. 

A third observation is that it is remarkable that the coins countermarked within the 

borders of the Attalid kingdom or of the Seleukid kingdom could come back to the region 

where they had been initially minted and circulated. Thus the countermarks seemed to 

have played the role of ‘passports’ for the coins that bore them. Once countermarked, 

they had an additional value as it is seems clear that the countermark was needed in order 

for the coin to be exchange or used in each of the two kingdoms. A coin minted at Side 

could go as far as Pergamon, receive an Attalid countermark, and then come back 

‘home’. The same observation can be made for coins that had traveled to northern Syria 

and then had come back to Pamphylia. It is thus clear that the Sidetan tetradrachms were 

used by traders active both on the inland routes of Asia Minor and on the maritime roads 

to Syria. How many times they circulated one way and back is impossible to determine. 

But there is no reason to suppose that this was a one-shot movement only. 

The fourth observation is that the countermarking by the Attalids and by the Seleukids 

had thus created a tripartition within the mass of Pamphylian coins in circulation. 

Remarkably, the coins ‘specialized’ on one route did not circulate on the other. Thus in 

the Syrian hoard Ma’Aret En-Nu’man hoard of 162 BCE, out of 229 Pamphylian 

Alexanders and Sidetan tetradrachms one finds only one Alexander of Perge with an 

Attalid countermark.36 The Hocalar hoard has 2 Seleukid anchors as compared to 9 

Attalid countermarks and 8 non-countermarked Sidetan tetradrachms. This supposes 

certainly that before leaving for an inland trip towards the highlands and the Attalid 

kingdom the traders carefully sorted the coins that they would carry, taking with them 

only or preferably Attalid-countermarked coins, or non-countermarked coins but for 

which they might have to pay an agio. The same was true conversely for the maritime 

traders operating on the maritime route towards northern Syria, who had to select 

Seleukid-countermarked coins, or non-countermarked coins, to operate there. 

                                                
36 Mattingly, Ma’Aret En-Nu’man Hoard, no. 336, p. 78. 
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The fifth observation is that the ‘abnormally high’ proportion of both types of 

countermarks in the Pamphylian hoards testifies that two kingdoms had implemented a 

policy of ‘closed monetary zone’ and that these policies was successful. Even if exporting 

of these coins remained perfectly legal and even profitable (a coin bearing a countermark 

had an added value), countermarking functioned (successfully) as a money-trap. Most of 

the countermarked coins remained in the zones where they had been countermarked, 

either circulating there or possibly coming back to Pamphylia. Even when they traveled 

on the maritime road they found their way ‘home’, as the Pamphylian hoards testify. One 

should take into account that the minting of cistophoroi was in all likelihood based on the 

melting down and reminting of previous Attic-standard tetradrachms, of which some of 

them, at least in the end, were to be Pamphylian tetradrachms: this may have 

considerably impacted (viz.: reduced) the mass of Pamphylian tetradrachms bearing an 

Attalid countermark, thus finally giving us the impression that only a small minority of 

them had been countermarked.  

The fifth observation is finally that, on the basis of the Pamphylian hoards, the two 

processes of countermarking cannot be disconnected one from the other. When the 

Attalids decided to countermark the Pamphylian tetradrachms—soon in fact the Sidetan 

tetradrachms only—they created a money-trap to which the Seleukids ‘reciprocated’ by 

initiating as a response their own process of countermarking of Pamphylian tetradrachms 

(this time also including some tetradrachms of other provenances). This means that for 

the first time the Seleukids de facto created a closed-currency system of their own—for 

the systematic countermarking of the foreign tetradrachms coming to their harbors was 

nothing else than that—which was the counterpart of the new Attalid policy. Whether the 

Seleukid countermarking was a simple de facto, ‘tit-for-tat-type’ answer to the process 

launched by the Attalids, or whether this was a concerted and coordinated process of the 

two kingdoms, furthermore possibly based on covenants with the Pamphylian cities, 

remains to be determined (see below). 

The question that remains open is the reason of the strange interest of the two kingdoms 

in the Pamphylian tetradrachms. The first, basic reason is certainly to be found in the 

considerable pre-existing monetary mass represented by these coins. They had been for 

decades the standard coins in the zone. Even when they introduced the cistophoroi the 
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Attalids had to take this fact into account, for even had they wanted to they could not 

from one day to the other produce enough cistophoroi to fuel the trade existing with 

Pamphylia. As for the Seleukids, following their traditional attitude, the cost of reminting 

was sufficient to deter them to melt down and remint such a considerable amount of 

coins. Countermaking came as an expedient and non-costly, even perhaps profitable 

solution to face the Attalid challenge. 

Besides, the rich Pamphylian cities played a key role in the trade and business 

relationships in the zone. They constituted the inescapable commercial outlet for the 

whole landlocked eastern part of the Attalid kingdom. As they were easily accessed by 

sea from northern Syria, they could also play the role of commercial hub between the two 

kingdoms. The political split after Apameia had introduced a political barrier between 

western Asia Minor and Syria. But this does not mean at all that trade relations had come 

to a stop, which is proved for instance by the privileges granted by Antiochos IV to the 

city of Miletos. The circulation of countermarked Pamphylian tetradrachms proves that 

the Pamphylian region kept and even certainly increased its role of hub in the trade 

relations between the two kingdoms.37 

Our evidence for the political status of these cities after Apameia proves also that at least 

some of them had obtained a status of free cities, being subjects neither of the Seleukids 

nor of the Attalid. Eumenes II obtained some control over Pamphylia, but not without 

difficulty. His interest was justified by the existence of several rich cities in the region. 

No less he must have been interested by the access to the open sea, when his kingdom 

had no access to it on most of its frontiers. For him, the road to the Black Sea was barred 

by Bithynia and Pontus. To the west, most of the coast (though admittedly not the whole 

of it) was occupied by the curtain of free cities on the west coast of Asia Minor, of which 

the Rhodians had purposefully obtained the creation by Rome.38 To the south-west, 

Rhodes occupied Karia and Lykia and Telmessos was but a small enclave in Rhodian 

territory.39 Direct access to the southern Mediterranean was thus especially attractive to 

Eumenes. In the treaty of Apameia, Pamphylia was not awarded to him. Antiochos was to 
                                                
37 For a presentation of the Pamphylian cities, s. D. Magie, Roman Rule in Asia Minor (Princeton 1950), 
vol. 1, 260-4 and H. Brandt, Gesellschaft und Wirtschaft Pamphyliens und Pisidiens im Altertum (Bonn 
1992), 39-93.  
38 Plb. 21.19.1-12 and 22.1-15. 
39 Plb. 21.46.10-11 (with 27.7.6); Livy 38.39.14 and 39.17. 
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keep the territory east of the Taurus. Thus Eumenes argued that Pamphylia was not in 

that situation and tried to get control over that region. The Senate sent Scipio as a special 

commissioner.40 But the reality of that control is worth reconsidering. 

Of special interest are the cases of Perge, Aspendos and Side (more distant Phaselis was 

an independent and active trading city, which had strong connections with Rhodes in this 

period but which anyway was not under Attalid control41). Perge was still Seleukid when 

Manlius Vulso’s troops and those of Attalos arrived in Pamphylia in 188 and the Seleukid 

commander finally evacuated the city on the orders of Antiochos III.42 Perge and the 

western part of Pamphylia thus certainly passed under Attalid control (interestingly, this 

city stopped minting its Alexanders already in 191/0). But Aspendos and Side negotiated 

a special agreement with Manlius Vulso when he campaigned in the region in 188 and 

they kept their independence.43 Indeed, there is nothing to prove that all the Pamphylian 

cities came under Attalid sovereignty.44 Thus in this region also, the Attalids were 

separated from the sea by a screen of free cities that left them only a narrow access to the 

sea. It was only after the creation of Attaleia c. 150 BCE that they had a city of their own 

that give them full access to the open world.45 This maintained autonomy of the 

Pamphylian cities explains that both the Attalids and the Seleukids had to show 

consideration for them. An active cooperation with the free Pamphylian cities, which 

were the key to the open sea, may have led Eumenes II to make a special concession on 

their behalf.  

The independence of the Pamphylian cities was still maintained twenty years later. In the 

crucial year 169, before Perseus’ defeat, several Greek cities approached Rome to obtain 

the right to sacrifice to Jupiter Optimus Maximus and be acknowledged their goodwill 

                                                
40 Plb. 21.46.11. Livy 38.39.17 and 39.22.9. 
41 A. Bresson, ‘Rhodes and Lycia’, 118-20. Phaselis remained quite probably a free city in the period after 
188, pace Heipp-Tamer, Die Münzprägung der lykischen Stadt Phaselis, chronology of autonomous 
Phaselitan series 10, 80–83 and pl. 25–29, is questionable: this series need not have begun in 167 only, 
after a supposed ‘liberation’ from Rhodes, but already after 188; on countermarks on Phaselitan 
Alexanders, see ibid. 72-5. Phaselitan Alexanders are the less countermarked of the four cities, with only 5 
occurrences. 
42 Plb. 21.4; Livy 38.37.9-11. 
43 Livy 38.15.6. Hansen, The Attalids, 96. 
44 Hansen p. 96; Harl p. 281 and n. 53. 
45 Allen, op. cit. n. 47, p. 83. 
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towards Rome. In Asia Minor, this was the case of Alabanda and Lampsakos (Livy 

43.6.5–10), but also of the cities of Pamphylia (Livy 44.14.3–4): 

Pamphylii legati coronam auream ex uiginti milibus Philippeorum factam in curiam 

intulerunt, petentibusque iis, ut id donum in cella Iouis Optimi Maximi ponere et 

sacrificare in Capitolio liceret, permissum; benigneque amicitiam renovare uolentibus 

legatis responsum et binum milium aeris singulis missum munus. 

‘Pamphylian envoys presented in the Senate-house a gold crown made of twenty 

thousand Philips and their request was granted that they be permitted to deposit this 

present in the temple of Jupiter Optimus Maximus, and to offer sacrifice on the Capitol; a 

gracious answer was given to the envoys’ request for a renewal of the state of friendship, 

and a gift of two thousand asses apiece was sent them.’  

It is remarkable that the cities of Pamphylia—Aspendos and Side certainly—had thus no 

only preserved their independence and were able to take initiatives on the ‘international 

stage’. This means also that it is perfectly conceivable that, playing on their advantageous 

geographical position and backed by Rome (in terms of political initiative, the parallel 

with Alabanda is quite telling), these cities had negotiated trade agreements with the 

Attalids and the Seleukids. An attractive hypothesis is that the countermaks placed by the 

Attalid kingdom testified that the coins would not melted down and exchanged against 

cistophoroi, as the other, ordinary Alexanders would be. The prevalence of Attalid 

countermarks on the coins of Side might correspond to a special agreement with that city. 

However, it is clear also that, on the initiative of Eumenes, the de facto privilege granted 

to Pamphylian (Sidetan) tetradrachms in the Attalid kingdom did not last very long. Tthe 

phenomenon of Attalid countermarking was short lived. Even before the introduction of 

the Side group ΚΛΕ/Υ/X Ι tetradrachms, the Attalids stopped their countermarking, and 

as observed above at some point may have massively melted down Pamphylian 

tetradrachms to mint their cistophoroi. The Seleukid maintained countermarking lasted a 

few years more. But soon also, after that Side had introduced the new ΚΛΕ/Υ/X Ι series 

(as a reaction to the Attalid measure?) and as the Attalid countermarking had stopped, the 

Seleukids ended their countermarking of Sidetan tetradrachms, probably simply because 

it was now without object.  
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Conclusion 

 

This essay has thus reached two series of conclusions. 

Firstly, it appears that countermarked coins are a fundamental marker to reveal money 

circulation and trade patterns. Pamphylian tetradrachms of Phaselis, Perge, Aspendos and 

Side circulated in significant quantities in inland western Asia Minor both in the period of 

Seleukid control in late third and early second century BCE and under the Attalids after 

Apameia in the 180s. At a date that cannot be earlier than c. 180, and perhaps c. 175, the 

Attalids decide to place local countermark on the Pamphylian tetradrachms, first all of 

them and then those of Side only. The overall distribution of the countermarks both in the 

whole set of all known countermarked Pamphylian tetradrachms and in the hoards 

containing Pamphylian (Sidetan) tetradrachms shows that these coins circulated on land 

routes joining Pamphylia to the Phrygian highlands and Apameia, continuing westward 

toward Laodikeia and the mid-Maeander valley, then joining the Hermos valley and 

Sardis, and finally reaching the region of Pergamon. Hoards found on this route confirm 

this pattern of circulation. Finally, an analysis of the hoards found in Pamphylia shows 

that coins countermarked both in the Attalid and Seleukid kingdoms could come back to 

the place where they had originally been minted, suggesting that these coins played a 

major role in commercial traffic between Attalid western Asia Minor and Seleukid 

northern Syria and confirming the role of commercial hub of the cities of Pamphylia. 

Secondly, the Pamphylian tetradrachms were the object of a special attention both by the 

Attalid and by the Seleukid kingdoms. In the former, the countermarks placed on the 

Pamphylian tetradrachms probably paralleled the introduction of the cistophoroi and the 

creation of a closed monetary zone (although the hypothesis that the countermarks 

preceded the creation of the cistophoroi cannot be totally ruled out in the present state of 

the evidence). In the latter kingdom, the process of countermarking was certainly a direct 

consequence of the Attalid decision to countermark, although we cannot be certain 

whether the process was a purely independent answer to the Attalid decision of 

countermarking, or whether there might have been some form of agreement with the 
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Seleukids. An attractive hypothesis is that the Pamphylian cities, two of which (Aspendos 

and Side) had preserved their independence, did not remain passive in the process but 

that they negotiated with the two kingdoms agreements serving their best interests, 

including privileges regarding their coinages, which might have translated into the 

countermarks. 

On this basis, it is now up to everyone to imagine the many travels of a silver Pamphylian 

tetradrachm. 
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Annex: 

 

Çeltek hoard (CH IX 508) 

Total Pre-
ΚΛΕ/Υ/X I 

33     

  Pre-
ΚΛΕ/Υ/X Ι 
non cmked 

27   

  Pre-
ΚΛΕ/Υ/X I 
Att. cmks 

6   

    Pergamon 1 
    Sardis 1 
    Ephesos 1 
    Synnada 1 
    Apameia 1 
    Non-readable 1 
Total 33     
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Hocalar (CH X 293)  

Total Pre-
ΚΛΕ/Υ/X I 

19     

  Pre-
ΚΛΕ/Υ/X Ι 
non cmked 

9   

  Pre-
ΚΛΕ/Υ/X I 
Att. cmks 

8   

    Pergamon 1 
    “Sale” = ?ELES 1 
    Laodikeia 2 
    Synnada 2 
    Apameia 1 
    Non-readable 1 
  Pre-

ΚΛΕ/Υ/X I 
Sel cmks 

2   

    Anchor cmks 2 
Total 19     
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Çığlık (Aydınlar) hoard 

Total Pre-
ΚΛΕ/Υ/X I 

23     

  Pre-
ΚΛΕ/Υ/X Ι 
non cmked 

7   

  Pre-
ΚΛΕ/Υ/X I 
Att. cmks 

9   

    Pergamon 3 
    Sardis 1 
    Tralleis 1 
    Synnada 2 
    Apameia 1 
    Non-readable 1 
  Pre-

ΚΛΕ/Υ/X I 
Sel cmks 

7   

    Anchor cmks 5 
    Helios cmks 2 (1 also 

Athena 
hd. cmk) 

Total 
ΚΛΕ/Υ/X I 

22     

  ΚΛΕ/Υ/X I 
non cmked 
cmk. 

8   

  ΚΛΕ/Υ/X I 
Sel. cmk. 

14   

    Sel. Anchor cmks. 14 
ΚΛΕ-ΥΧ II 8     
Total 53     
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Side hoard 

Total pre-
ΚΛΕ/Υ/X Ι 

245     

  Pre-
ΚΛΕ/Υ/
X I Att. 
Cmks 

64   

    Pergamon 13 
    Adramyttion 2 
    Stratonikeia 2 
    Sardis 15 
    Sala 1 
    Laodikeia 2 
    Ephesos 2 
    Tralleis 8 
    Synnada 1 
    Apameia 9 
    Non-readable 9 
Total 
ΚΛΕ/Υ/X Ι 

128     

  Total 
Sel. 
cmks 

154   

    Anchor cmks 145 
    Helios cmks 9 
    Total ΚΛΕ/Υ/X pre I 93 
    Total ΚΛΕ/Υ/X I 35 
 ΚΛΕΥX II 187     
Total 560     
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